
A CUTTING-EDGE SOIL AMENDMENT AND ROOT PROBIOTIC  
THAT BOOSTS HYDROPONIC CROP GROWTH AND  

PRODUCTIVITY JUST LIKE NATURE INTENDED.

WWW.DRMARIJANE.COM



Dr. Marijane’s advanced formula combines three strains of benefi-
cial bacteria with a natural synergistic active to improve the bio-
availability of your fertilizer program, strengthen the development 
and structure of plant roots, increase vegetative growth, and boost 
production. And because we care, we make it natural: it contains no 
synthetic chemicals and no genetically-modified organisms.

How to use  

Dr. Marijane is a root probiotic and should be applied at the  
beginning of the production cycle. It can be mixed dry directly 
with substrate prior to filling containers, or it can be mixed with 
water and drenched into substrate after filling. Dr. Marijane works 

with soil and soilless substrates.

Dose: 5 g/L of substrate

“I could tell that the plants were bigger and growing more  
vigorously. But when I measured the total weight of bud pro-
duced, I knew this was something special. I made Dr. Marijane 
part of my standard program.”

Licensed cannabis grower, 2016

How it works 

The three strains of high-performance beneficial bacteria  
were isolated by scientists from natural soils and selected for 
their ability to boost nutrient supply. The microbes are com-
bined with a unique all-natural plant-based synergist that  
enhances their activity, and helps to hold nutrients where the 
roots can use them. When Dr. Marijane is added to soil or 
soilless substrate the bacteria activate and begin to multiply, 
surrounding roots in a cloud of bioactivity.

Modes of Action 

R Mineralizes and fixes nitrogen

R Solubilizes phosphorus

R Solubilizes silicate and zinc

R Chelates iron

R Produces nutrient mineralizing enzymes

R Speeds transplant recovery

Testimonials 

Treated with Dr. Marijane

PHOTOS OF PLANTS (End of vegetative cycle)

Control Group

Fertilizer onlyDr Marijane

28% MORE BUD
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Take your hydroponics to the next level

www.drmarijane.com

A Quality 
Product By:

Made in Canada by
Earth Alive Clean Technologies
9641 rue Clément, Lasalle QC H8R 4B4
T 438 333-1680  I  info@doctormarijane.com 


